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     PROJECT no.5: Interface Design 

PROBLEM    You will design a web site for a not-for-profit event which   
     can build off the poster design you created for Project 2. This  
     could be something which you support and with which you  
     are familiar. This has to be for something outside the  
     University. It can be for an event from anywhere, domestic  
     or foreign.

 
PROCEDURE    You will create the home page and 3 additional pages for  
     your event. In conceptualizing, first think of all the  
     information that your event needs to have presented. Map it  
     out before you begin– this is your sitemap. Then design the  
     homepage and three secondary pages. Wireframe first.

     You will build the site in Photoshop. You can create separate  
     elements in any program such as Illustrator, and bring those  
     into your document. 

     BEFORE you choose your design, go through a process of  
     drawing thumbnail sketches on the grids provided (do a  
     minimum of five) in which you experiment with different  
     aspects of the design, positioning, etc.

VISUALS    You can use images from the internet at 72 dpi. since you  
     are designing for the web, you do not need print quality  
     images. You can scale, but make sure you aren’t stretching  
     proportions (hold down shift.)

     

CONSIDER    All the rules about good design that you have learned and  
     employed on previous projects will apply here: good  
     typography, strong use of color; readability; hierarchy;  
     accuracy; use of image; appropriateness of information.

SPECIFICATIONS   Size: 1024 × 768 pixels
     Your image can “scroll” beyond this point, but you only  
     need to design to this size.

HINTS     Interface design is a non-linear process. So consider  
     how you will move your reader around the site in a logical  
     and appropriate way. Also consider how appropriate the  
     design you create is for the event and or organization  
     supporting it. Visual continuity should be present.

DUE DATE    Wireframe +  Sitemap due Monday, 18 APR at start of class
     Homepage Roughs due Monday, 25 APR at the start of class
     Secondary Roughs due Monday, 27 APR at the start of class
     Final Project due Friday, 06 MAY at 11:59 pm on the  
     server. There is no meeting time, just final digital turn in.  
  
     



     

THE RATIONALE     

This is your formal presentation to communicate your thoughts and ideas behind your work. 
Include the following and anything else you think will be useful:

Design strategy: No more than six sentences on how your design is meant to function; discuss a 
custom grid, if used

Typefaces: including some you tried but didn’t use

Style sheets: fonts, sizes, leading, and tracking for each different use of type

Visuals: where you found your images

Extras: what did you learn.

NO ENVELOPE FOR THIS PROJECT– TURN ALL FILES IN ON THE GALAXYNH SERVER

> sitemap (digital or scanned drawing)

> sketches on grid scanned

> a printout of earlier versions

> your rationale (.pdf file please!)

Name files with your last name, the project, and a version number; “YourlastnameInterface” 
(no spaces) 

> Place all files in a folder with your name and drop into folder.

> .jpgs of your final Photoshop files.

ON THE BLOG

> A .jpg or screen shot (command + shift +4) of your final project

GRADING CRITERIA

> Typography

> Visual appeal

> Readability

> Design/use of space

> Internal/external margins

> Information architecture

> Navigation system

> Use of images

         


